stainless steel tubes

Steel pipe, plates, profiles and bar
Shandong Topsky Steel Co, Ltd, based
in Shandong province, China, is a
professional steel manufacturer and
supplier.
The company can provide steel pipe
(seamless steel pipe, welded steel pipe
and stainless steel pipe); steel plate
(checkered sheet); profile steel (channel

bar, angle bar, H-beam and I-beam);
and steel bar (round or square).
The company, which is located at
the northwest bank of Jiao Zhou bay
and beside the Yellow Sea, owns the
complete production technique and
related equipment for coking, sintering,
iron, steel, steel rolling, etc, including the

related energy source power system. Its
products are marketed all over China,
and exported to North America, Europe,
the Middle East and Southeast Asia.
Shandong Topsky Steel Co, Ltd –
China
topsky8@topskysteel.com
www.topskysteel.com

Export order for duplex seamless pipes
Variety Steel, India, has obtained its
first export order from a Switzerlandbased company. The order, which
was completed successfully from
stock, consisted of duplex seamless
pipes conforming to ASTM A790 and
SAF2205, in the size range 6” NB to 8”
NB x Sch 40S, with a total order value
of approximately US$160,000.
In order to keep up with the global
trend and fulfil the requirements of its

customers in India, Variety Steel has
expanded its stock range as follows:
stainless
steel
welded/seamless
pipes and tubes from 6 to 609.6mm
OD; stainless steel EFW pipes (large
diameter from 168.3 to 1,016mm, heavy
wall thickness from 3.4 to 60mm);
duplex and super-duplex welded/
seamless pipes and tubes from 6 to
609.6mm OD; duplex and super-duplex
EFW pipes (large diameter from 168.3 to
1,016mm, heavy wall thickness from 3.4

to 60mm); stainless steel, duplex and
super-duplex round bars in diameters
from 6 to 400mm; high nickel alloy
welded/seamless pipes and tubes from
6 to 609.6mm OD; and high nickel
alloy round bars in diameters from 6
to 400mm. High nickel alloys include
Hastelloy, Inconel, Incoloy and Monel.
Variety Steel – India
info@varietysteel.co.in
www.varietysteel.co.in

100 years of supplying steel tubes
Carl Froh GmbH has been a supplier
of tailored and high-quality precision
steel tubes since 1911. Guided by
the requirements of its customers,
the company continuously develops
products, components and niche
solutions.
The company uses HF-welding
machines
and
equipment
for
processing such as high performance
cutting machines, including washing
installation. The production range for
round tubes is from 10 to 90mm, with
wall thickness from 0.6 to 4mm. Quality

standards are ISO/TS 16949:2002 and
DIN EN ISO 14001.
Examples of products for automotive
product applications include drive
shafts, cardan shafts, shock absorber
tubes, crashbox modules, bumpers,
pre-tensioned seat-belt and lock
reinforcement, roll bars, side impact
protection, airbag components, crossmembers, frame side members,
stabilisers, axle components, structural
parts, tubes for hydroforming, column
and cylinder tubes, steering tubes,
head rests, seat adjustment, seat

frame, Isofix, and windscreen wiper
frame tubes. The company produces
items for industrial applications such as
household industry, heating and cooling
technology, furniture industry, linepipe
systems, mechanical engineering,
gardening industry, leisure industry,
commercial vehicles, environment
engineering, renewable energies,
antenna masts, traffic sign tubes, and
tubes for electrical installation.
Carl Froh GmbH – Germany
info@carl-froh.com
www.carl-froh.com

Components for fluid industrial processes
Béné Inox is a producer and a distributor
of technical stainless steel components
for the construction and maintenance
of fluid industrial processes.
The company can supply 30,000
products for applications in fields such
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as food industry, chemistry, cosmetic,
pharmacy and oil.
For fluid processes, the company can
supply tubes, unions, valves, spigots,
pipe fittings, flanges, measurement
and instrumentation conforming to
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standards that include ANSI, ISO,
SMS and CLAMP. It can also provide
screws, bolting, fastenings, fasteners
and anchoring.
Béné Inox – France
www.bene-inox.com
www.read-tpi.com

